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One device for lateral transfer
and weighing of patients
Weigh immobile patients in
seconds: less stress, more dignified
Administer drug dosages with
confidence
Class III Approved and MDD
Approved

MARSDEN
M-999
Patient Transfer Scale
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WEIGHING CRITICAL PATIENTS IS

A CRUCIAL PROCESS. BUT IT’S ALSO

A CHALLENGING ONE.

THE PATIENT TRANSFER SCALE: WELCOME TO

THE FUTURE OF PATIENT WEIGHING

GET AN INSTANT, ACCURATE WEIGHT - WHEN

YOU NEED IT MOST

Weighing patients correctly is essential to ensuring
accurate drug dosages and administering the correct
treatment. But for patients requiring urgent, immediate
medical attention this is not always easily achievable.
How do you weigh critical and immobile patients accurately,
quickly and easily?

The idea of a transfer board with integrated scale was born of frustration: An acute
nurse working for NHS Lanarkshire was determined to find an easier way to accurately
weigh immobile patients. The result, the M-999, revolutionises the weighing of patients in
hospitals. It doesn’t just make getting an accurate weight reading easy: it actually makes
weighing part of the already-existing process of transferring a patient from stretcher to bed,
or bed to bed. This means it’s quick and easy, and saves you time.

Healthcare professionals have a duty of care to ensure a safe environment for patients. When
knowing the weight of a patient is absolutely crucial to delivering the right care and treatment,
the M-999 embeds confidence and accuracy in your processes. Use the M-999 throughout
the hospital pathway to enhance outcomes - particularly for trauma patients in Emergency
Departments where time is crucial, Stroke patients to ensure a quick ‘door to needle’ time,
plus Cardiac, ICU, HTU and X-ray patients.
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We’ve made the M-999 as lightweight as 
possible so it’s easy to take it to exactly 
where you need to and get an instant,
accurate weight. Grab handles conveniently 
positioned down each side mean it’s easier 
to move. And because it’s all about a simple, 
precise weight reading, there are no
complicted functions to get your head 
around.

MDD Approved/Class III Approved
Powered by rechargeable battery
Large, bright weight display
Grab handles for portability
Easy to clean - wipe clean surface
Hold function

Capacity/graduations: 250kg x 500g
Power: Rechargeable battery
Dimensions: 1800mm x 700mm x 30mm
Weighing area dimensions: 1800mm x 510mm

As part of the initial research and development 
of the M-999, over 30 hospitals saw, used and 
fed back their thoughts on the scale. Trialling 
the scale as it would be used in practice, and 
getting feedback from relevant healthcare 
professionals and the wider multi-disciplinary 
team, contributed massively to the design and 
functionality of the production version.
Subsequent intensive testing has meant the 
M-999 delivers precision weighing to Class III 
medical standards.

EASY TO USE MEANS MINIMAL 
TRAINING AND EFFECTIVE
RESULTS

KEY FEATURES

TESTED BY 30 HOSPITALS - AND 
WE’VE SHAPED THE DESIGN TO 
ANSWER EVERYONE’S NEED

SPECIFICATION
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Grab handles

Mains charger has a magnetic
end - meaning the PTS can be
pulled away from its charging
point in an emergency with
minimal chance of damage

Hold-of-weight
function

Wipe-clean
surface

Lightweight design
for portability Large, bright,

easy to read
display

Height guide

Low profile
Powered by
rechargeable
battery

CONTACT INFORMATION

Unit 4, 62 Borthwick Avenue, Murarrie, 4172, Queensland, Australia

www.midmed.com.au

sales@midmed.com.au

www.facebook.com/midmedau/ www.linkedin.com/company/midmed

1300 643 633


